SPARKLING WINES
AKAKIES ROSE DRY, VQPRD

$41/$10

This is the only Greek AOC Rose. It’s a sensual wine with rich taste and refreshing acidity.
Its fragrance is full of fresh strawberry and lemon trees in bloom, while its color is inviting and intense.

AMALIA BRUT 100% MOSCHOFILERO

$57/$12

An elegant sparkling wine with a light, yellow-green color and fine bubbles, with intensity and duration.
Aromas of rose petal, brioche and honey are lifted by refreshing acidity.

AMALIA BRUT 100% MOCHOFILERO 375ml

$27

ODE PANOS SPIROPOULOS BRUT CERTIFIED ORGANIC

$55

We are proud to present you with this Moschofilero sparkling wine that has received both
the DIO and USDA organic certifications. Aromatic intensity with evident varietal character.
Rose petals are at the front while the cool fermentation aromas contribute to the overall complexity.

BILLECART SALMON BRUT RESERVE

$120

This is elegant, fruity, with plenty of good acidity and a wonderful floral character.

BILLECART SALMON BRUT ROSE

$188

Persistent mousse, with fine bubbles rising slowly. Pale salmon pink in color, with a shade of gold.
A nose of red fruits and fresh pear. Delicate fruit on the pallet, elegant and showing great finesse.

ROSE WINES
COCCINELA ROSE PAPRAS ORGANIC

$40

Coccinela is a natural rose wine from the ferociously aromatic Black Muscat of Tyrnavos, expressing
the natural terroir of Mount Olympus naturally with intense aromas and rich taste.
Papras winery is a small, certified-organic winery, of 5 hectares which are worked by hand.

SKOURA “ZOE” ROSE
(Agiorgitiko 70% Moschofilero 30%)

$30/$8

Bright with medium pink hues. Vibrant aromas of ripe cherries and raspberries with hints of sweet spices
and floral, rose petal notes. Medium body with moderate high acidity and the slightest hint of very ripe tannins.
Flavors consistent with the aromas with some shades of sweet grass and bubble gum.
The finish is moderately long with evolving flavors that add complexity.

GAIA- 14-18H AGIORGITIKO

$38

Agiorgitiko 14-18H exhibits an intense rose color, fruity aromas which are dominated by
the flavors of cherry and gooseberry, both of which are typical of Agiorgitiko grapes that grow on the highlands
and lastly, a cool refreshing taste.

DESSERT WINES
SAMOS MUSAT VIN DOUX (500ML)

$28/$9

Gold color. Primary grape aromas, flowers, fresh fruits and honey. Soft mouth with natural sweetness.
The sweetness in good balance with the acidity, giving a long-lasting aftertaste.

SIGALAS VINSANTO (500 ML)
(Assyrtiko, Athiri, Aidani White Greek grapes, aged for 13 years)

Mythical appellation holds within its well-hidden secrets passed from generations to generations
for more than 170 years. Taste is enchanting with nose of grapes & dried fig of delightful aromatic fragrance,
beautiful deep color of honey, flashes of gold, embracing each other to grace this tantalizing experience
of the legends of Santorini island.

$88

WHITE WINES
ALMYRA CHARDONNAY

$38/$10

70% fermented in stainless steel vats and 30% fermented and aged in new French barrels
up to 6 months. It’s a fresh balanced oaky chardonnay wine with a very distinctive minerality.

ALPHA SAUVIGNON BLANC

$48/$12

Brilliantly, light yellow in color with greenish tints. Strong and lively nose, typical Sauvignon Blanc,
suggesting gooseberry, passion fruits, melon, litchi with a note of honeysuckle. Round and mellow on the palate,
rich but balanced, high in alcohol with plenty of finesse.

AMETHYSTOS WHITE

$40/$10

(Sauvignon Blanc, Semillon, Assyrtiko)
The most important Greek white best-seller. This wine has plenty of body and structure, more skin extract than overt fruit,
a long finish. It is a distinct and modern wine, peachy and aromatic. Easy and elegant white wine preferred fanatically
and drunk with distinctive comfort and pleasure.

BIBLIA CHORA ESTATE WHITE

$62

(Sauvignon Blanc & Assyrtiko)
Gentle yellow-green of remarkable clarity. Powerful aroma redolent of exotic fruits, peach and citrus.
Rich, cool and beautifully balanced flavor, pleasant acidity and a lasting fragrant aftertaste.

BIBLIA CHORA OVILOS

$90

(Assyrtiko & Semillon)
Yellow-green in color. Distinctive aroma of apricot and honey blends. Perfectly with the notes of citrus and lemon.
The aromatic smell is integrated with hints of vanilla and dry nuts. A wine with intense flavor and pleasant acidity.

CHATEAUX JULIA CHARDONNAY

$46

Bright yellow color with shades of green. Aromas of lemon peel and lychee, but also jasmine, basil and honey.
Rich and velvety mouth with an acidity that gives raciness. Lingering aftertaste.

GAIA THALASSITIS ASSYRTIKO

$68

Produced from Santorini indigenous grape variety, the Assyrtiko, Thalassitis is an exceptional bone-dry wine
with a delicate honeysuckle aroma and a crisp mineral finish that makes an ideal match for fresh seafood.

GAIA – ASSYRTIKO BY WILD FERMENT

$78

The citrus aromas of the Assyrtiko grapes combined with the floral aromas of the acacia wood and the vanilla of
the oak result to a wine with a highly complex aromatic profile. Minerality and well-balanced acidity give
depth and longevity.

GAVALAS SANTORINI ASSYRTIKO

$48/$11

Santorini wine is produced from the exquisite white native variety of Assyrtiko carefully selected from the
traditional vineyard (one of the oldest in Greece) of Gavalas estate. Fine citrusy aromas with a perfectly balanced
acidity results in a very refreshing wine.

GEROVASSILIOU CHARDONNAY

$96

Bright pale yellow in color with a rich mouthfeel, honeyed texture and citrusy scents on the palate, as well as
nuances of dried nuts and vanilla. This wine can improve for serval more years due to its strength and character.
Best enjoyed chilled at 50F/10C.

GEROVASSILIOU MALAGOUSIA

$63

Bright blond with greenish glint color. Expressive aroma, with impressions that bring memories of exotic fruits
together with pepper, jasmine, herbs and lemon. Render full softness, yet rich and harmonious with a pleasant vividness
and lemon after finish.

GEROVASSILIOU SAUVIGNON BLANC FUME
A bright yellow-gold color and a bouquet of tropical notes including, pineapple, melon and toasted vanilla
scent on the pallet. Complex, balanced and well structured, benefits it has gained from it’s contacted with the oak
French barrels where fermentation takes place.

$86

WHITE WINES
HATZIDAKIS ASSYRTIKO

$52

Soft yellow color with golden shades with delicate aromas of citrus, white flowers with a characteristic minerality.
Long after taste with a freshness coming from the balanced acidity that is typical of the Santorini wines.

KIR-YIANNI SAMAROPETRA

$40

(Sauvignon Blanc)
Bright yellow-green color. The nose if dominated by intense fruity character, displaying aromas of tropical fruits and
grapefruit. On the pallet, the refreshing acidity and floral finish that are typical of the Sauvignon Blanc variety, creates
an very pleasant and elegant wine.

KTIMA BRINTZIKI – ENIPEAS ORGANIC

$38/$9

Dry white wine – from the valley of Enipeas and Pissatidos in south Greece. Varietal composition, of
75% Roditis Alepou and 25% Assyrtiko. White vinification with pre-fermentation extraction and
maturation on fine lees.

KTIMA BRINTZIKI – TINAKTOROGOS ORGANIC

$54

This is s variety old enough to being mentioned by Homer! It produces a transparent, dry, white wine with green and
yellow sparkles. Impressive acidity and citrus aromas, it will charm those who love round wines with delicate aromas.

MERCOURI FOLOI

$38/$9

(90% Roditis, 10% Viognier)
Delicate bouquet filled with youthful fruits and flowers. On the palete, it is dry with crisp acidity, medium body and finish.
Generously fresh taste that lingers.

NIKOS LAZARIDIS MAGIC MOUNTAIN SAUVIGNON BLANC

$80

Bright color with intense green and yellow highlights with delicate, intense aromas of fresh summer fruits.
Impressive in the mouth with a distinct pleasant acidity and pure, fruity long-lasting after taste.

PANDEIA CHATZIVARITIS ORGANIC

$37/$9

(Assyrtiko, Rodotis, Sauvignon Blanc)
Made exclusively with organically grown grapes from a small traditional winery. Gold yellow color, citrus and basil nose.
Light and cool mouth with a soft, fruity after taste.

RETSINA TEAR OF THE PINE KECHRIS

$54/$11

A new approach to Restina. This spectacular, Assyrtiko based wine has a straw yellow color, delicate aromas,
with subtle shades of resin, hints of minerality and fruity nuances in a well-made mouth with retsina adding something
spicy without dominating the whole. Cool and fruity finish with herbal touches.

SIGALAS SANTORINI ASSYRTIKO

$64

Yellow with golden hues. Complex aromas with citrus balanced with discreet, vanilla essences and tobacco.
Full and round refreshing taste with balanced acidity and long aftertaste with a characteristic minerality,
typical of the variety. The Assyrtiko at its best!

SKOURAS MOSCHOFILERO

$32/$8

The color is light white-yellow. Opulent aromas of white flowers, light and fresh honeysuckle, bounded out with
scents of rose petal and passion fruit, bright, joyful acidity that is positively refreshing leads to a surprisingly
long finish of orange rind and a whisper of white pepper.

SKOURAS “ZOE” WHITE BLEND

$28/$8

(Roditis & Moscofilero)
The color is bright white yellow, with green hues. The nose is complex with hints of fresh flowers, squash blossoms
and a hint of avocado. A luxurious texture and flavors of orange & lemon blossom and touches of jasmine and mint.

SUN MALAGOUSIA KONTOZISIS ORGANIC
Kontozisis Organic Vineyards practices organic agriculture and vinification since 1991. Only wild yeasts are used and
the grapes are hand harvested. Sun white shows the character of the indigenous Malagousia grape in all its purity,
in a natural vinification which gives an elegant floral nose and very delicate multi-layered palate.

$50

RED WINES
ALPHA ESTATE PINOT NOIR

$72/$16

Body with an intriguing acidity and very qualitative tannins. Flavors of red fruits, earth and minerals along
with tobacco and spices are apparent. The aftertaste is long, complex, and with constant evolution.

ALPHA ESTATE XINOMAVRO, HEDGEHOG VYD

$48/$12

Splendid, purple red color, complex, typical bouquet of leather and spices (vanilla, pepper, clove) with hints
of ripe blackberry. Full mouth, rounded tannins, balanced acidity and wood tones.
Full body and long finish with intense quince aroma.

AMETHYSTOS RED

$48/$12

Beautiful and popular Greek red wine. A perfectly balanced blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Agiorgitiko
gives it an incomparable Mediterranean warmth. Dynamic Tannins and a long gentle finish complete
the picture of this qualitative wine.

BIBLIA CHORA ESTATE RED

$68

(Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Agiorgitiko)
Wine with a deep purple color. It remains for 12 months in new French oak barrels. Rich aroma of ripe red fruit,
caramel, cedar, chocolate and a finish with a hint of spice.

BIBLIA CHORA MERLOT

$110

Deep red in color. On the nose, hints of cedar, tobacco, luscious red fruits and toasted nuts can be recognized.
The palate is filled with flavors of raspberries, cassis and red currants. Velvety texture and well-balanced tannins.

BIBLIA CHORA OVILOS RED

$126

(Cabernet Sauvignon 100%)
An exceptional representative of the popular variety. A dark ruby color wine with a complex bouquet of aromas
and taste consisting of dark fruits, caramel, milk chocolate and nuts.
On the palate acute tannins leave a well-balanced aftertaste.

DOMAIN KATSAROS 2009 CABERNET SAUVIGNON

$126

Deep black reddish color with tinges of blue and violets. On the nose, black cherry, black currants, cedar, leather
and black pepper and cacao. On the palate, the wine is full bodied, acute tannins with spicy dark chocolate
and defined blackberries with hints of dried herbs.

DOMAIN KATSAROS MERLOT

$126

Deep garnet color with a nose dominated by aromas of black cherry, berries, cinnamon and spices. Firm mouthfeel
with a strong sense of tannins, pretty good body, acidity and a sweet & spicy finish.

GOLDEN LION LAZARIDIS CABERNET SAUVIGNION

$39/$8

Brilliant deep ruby red color. A complex intense bouquet of aromas, blackcurrant, tobacco, hints of violet and mint,
combined to create an elegant oak touch wine. Rich and concentrated full-bodied, yet elegant and stylish.

GEROVASSILIOU AVATON

$120

(Liminio, Mavroudi & Mavrotragano)
Avaton in Greek means an inaccessible and unapproachable place, sacred and inviolable. This wine has an
excellent complex structure. Blackberry fruit shows spice and depth. Dry finish that’s absolutely unique.

HATZIDAKIS MAVROTRAGANO

$110

A precious wine with deep red color with bright hues. Red forest fruit aromas, bitter chocolate, tobacco and
balanced minerality. Full body with intense tannic character and long aftertaste.

KIR-YIANNIS ESTATE YIANAKOHORI
(Xinomavro, Syrah, Merlot)
Deep red color and a rich aromatic character composed of cherry and strawberry on a canvas of plum and vanilla.
On the palate, an oaky flavor which is harmoniously interlaced with the ripe strawberry character, which is typical
of the Xinomavro variety.

$40/$9

RED WINES
KTIMA BRINZIKI AUGOUSTIATIS ORGANIC

$62

A wine with rich fruity bouquet, consisting of blackberry, cherry, vanilla, which evolves over time. Its taste is full
and soft, with a long aftertaste. The style of Augoustiatis relate to people enjoying soft, ripe but not heavy red wines.

MERCOURI LETTRINI RED

$58

(85% Refosco, 15% Mavrodaphne)
A wine of fruity bouquet with fragrant overtones of chocolate and caramel, in harmony with cinnamon and the
vanilla of the oak wood. Its taste is structured with fine tannins and the velvety richness of mavrodaphne.

NIKOS LAZARIDIS MAGIC MOUNTAIN

$90

(Cabernet Sauvignon & Cabernet Franc)
Intense, velvety, deep red color. Rich palate with aromas reminiscent of red forest fruit, in perfect combination
with spices, which blend with the aromas of the barrel. A noble wine with robust character & complex taste.

PANDEIA CHATZIVARITIS ORGANIC

$40/$9

(Xinomavro, Negoska, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot)
Made exclusively with organically grown grapes from a small traditional winery. Bright red color with violet hints,
aromas of small red fruits and spice notes, with a light and soft palate, juicy tannins and a fruity aftertaste.

SKOURAS GRAN CUVEE (NEMEA) AGIORGITIKO

$68

Bright, deep and clear ruby-red color. On the nose it is dense with strength and power, aromas are focused
on red fruits as well as dried herbs, aromas of spices and mineral touch. Medium-plus body with an intriguing acidity.

SKOURAS MEGAS OENO

$62

(Agiorgitiko & Cabernet Sauvinion)
The color is very deep and intense purple. On the nose it is dense, concentrated and complicated but elegant.
Aromas of ripe fruit such as blackberries and black raspberries coupled with spicy characteristics.
It is silky but powerful framed by delicate tannins and gentle acidity offering flavors of ripe fruits and herbs.

SKOURAS MERLOT

$48 /12

The color is deep purple with ruby hues. On the nose, it is concentrated, very complex, and multi-dimensional.
It reveals aromas of black cherry, ripe plum, sweet vanilla and hints of violet and smoke. On the mouth it’s smooth
and velvety, with very ripe tannins. The aftertaste is rich, long, and complex.

SKOURAS ST. GEORGE AGORGITIKO

$38/$10

The color is bright, deep crimson. The nose reveals aromas of blackberries, black raspberries and ripe strawberries
with just a touch of anise and spices such as clove and cinnamon. It is a medium bodied wine with graceful texture,
balanced acidity and very ripe elegant tannins.

SKOURAS ZOE RED

$30/$8

(Agiorgitiko 90%, Cabernet Sauvinion 10%)
The color is brilliant, medium strength violet with pink hues. On the nose, aromas of black cherries, blackberries,
hints of plumbs, violets and dried herbs. medium body, moderate acidity with smooth tannins – all in harmony.

STAPHYLUS CHATZIVARITIS ORGANIC

$45

This is an organic blend of two of the most powerful grapes in the world, the earthy and tannic Xinomavro
And the full and rich Cabernet Sauvignon. Deep red color, aromas of dark fruits and wet stone, with medium body
of a spicy palate and angular tannins.

SUN RED KONTOZISIS ORGANIC

$58

(Limniona & Xinomavro)
Kontozisis Organic Vineyards practices organic agriculture and vinification since 1991. Only wild yeasts are used and
the grapes are hand harvested. Sun Red exhibits a rare elegance by blending the aromatic Limniona, with the earthy
Xinomavro. Aromas of wild cherry, tomato and magnolia and a clean and elegant palate with ripe, sweet tannins.

UTOPIA TANNAT
(100% Tannat)
Opaque ruby color. Fine, rich, intense. Black crystalline fruits, cassis, leather, cocoa, spices. Full body, creamy,
with delicious ripe tannins. Well balanced and round with excellent development in the mouth and long aftertaste.

$72

